What are custom-crafted tour itineraries?
Sometimes, you have a special event, particular interest, or a specific theme that motivates your travel to
New Mexico and you can’t seem to find the right neatly prepackaged tour befitting that idea. And, that’s
where we can help! Since Heritage Inspirations is New Mexico’s premiere tour company, we have worked
hard to develop strong regional connections. You can leverage those connections and our local knowledge to
personalize and implement an individually tailored day excursion or multi-day adventure, thereby creating a
specially developed and designed New Mexico experience based entirely on your needs.
Through us, you can exclusively design a custom-crafted tour itinerary in order to build an extraordinarily
unique and unforgettable New Mexico experience.

Did you know Heritage Inspirations can help you make a custom-crafted New Mexico tour?
Why choose us to create your specialized itinerary?
µ Because we can create themed tours that tell your story
New Mexico is incredibly special and has amazing opportunities to explore the history, cultures, people, and
places that make it unique. Since our mission is to take you beyond the ordinary tourist route and transcend her
boundaries, we love to use this backdrop to tell distinct stories. So, whether you want to delve into Puebloan
culture and food, or explore the evolution of pre-historic to modern architecture, or learn about New Mexico
through a trivia scavenger hunt, we can create a themed tour based on your given interest.
µ Because we can accommodate larger groups
Our normal pint-sized tours are specifically built for smaller groups so we can focus on each participant, ensure
safety and comfort, and not overwhelm tour locations. But with prior coordination, we can accommodate more
people and develop itineraries that consider the circumstances necessary for sizeable groups. In fact, if you have
a larger group it would be best to create a custom-crafted itinerary so we can arrange the right amount of staff,
transportation, go to appropriate sites, and provide an unmatched experience.
µ Because we are family friendly
Multi-generational outings are hard for many tour operators to manage but we’ve got you covered. Our guides
know how to manage kids, will carefully monitor and assess potential health concerns, and treat all participants,
regardless of age, with respect. So, if you have three generations wanting to take an outing together, we can
tailor a program that takes age, ability, and multiple interests, into account.
µ Because we are passionate about New Mexico and have years of cultivated expertise

Before launching Heritage Inspirations, the owner had years of New Mexico experience as an active travel guide
for a variety of premiere adventure companies. She loves it here and it shows! No matter what you’re looking
for, with our fostered good relationships and our fascination with all things New Mexico, you’ll benefit from our
localization and our deep admiration for this state.
µ Because you can save time and energy
Trying to put together the details of a travel itinerary from afar is a daunting task, especially when you have a
million other things to see to. Make it easy on yourself by using our existing network and knowhow. It’s much
easier for us and it will save your precious sanity.
µ Because you can mix & match our existing tours
Our curated guided tours go anywhere from half-day and full-day excursions to multi-day adventures in and
around the Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Taos regions, and because of those wide-ranging tour options, you can
readily mix and match them into a regional immersive tour package.
µ Because you will get reduced rates & discounts
Most of our tours have gradually reducing rates when more guests participate because our general costs get
covered with the more people we have. Thus, larger groups offer better value for their money. Plus, because of
our partnership with Heritage Hotels, we offer discounts on premium lodging facilities throughout our tour
regions.
µ Because you can receive customized add-ons
With our connections and local knowledge, we can easily set-up customized options based on your themed
event or intended travel package. Do you want to meet local artisans and watch them make their craft? Or
maybe you want to have a specially prepared meal with a chef that knows typical New Mexican cuisine? Or
would you like to craft your own traditionally baked Puebloan bread? No problem, because we can arrange all of
those add-ons and we have lots of ideas to make your itinerary special. There are so many possibilities beyond
what you see in our normal tours and we’ll gladly put something together customized especially for you.

What do you need to do to get your custom-crafted itinerary started?
You can roam around our website to get a sense of our offerings and then give Angelisa Murray a call. She’ll
enthusiastically want to hear about your custom-crafted itinerary ideas and brainstorm options befitting your
needs. You can also email us with all of the details. Whatever contact method you use, you can be confident
we’ll get you set-up for a unique New Mexico adventure.
Our Custom Consultation Fee is $100 per hour.
A $250 Deposit will be billed prior to building your itinerary.
Any excess funds will be refunded, or additional fees billed depending on your itinerary needs.
Heritage Inspirations Website: http://www.heritageinspirations.com/about/
Angelisa Murray :: 1-888-344-TOUR(8687) :: info@heritageinspirations.com

